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Abstract
Deformable image registration (DIR) is an important component for dose accumulation and
associated clinical outcome evaluation in radiotherapy. However, the resulting deformation vector
field (DVF) is subject to unavoidable discrepancies when different algorithms are applied, leading to
dosimetric uncertainties of the accumulated dose.We propose here an approach for proton therapy to
estimate dosimetric uncertainties as a consequence ofmodeled or estimatedDVFuncertainties. A
patient-specificDVFuncertaintymodel was built on the first treatment fraction, by correlating the
magnitude differences offiveDIR results at each voxel to themagnitude of any single referenceDIR.
In the following fractions, only the referenceDIRneeds to be applied, andDVF geometric
uncertainties were estimated by thismodel. The associated dosimetric uncertainties were then derived
by considering the estimated geometric DVF uncertainty, the dose gradient of fractional recalculated
dose distribution and the direction factor from the applied referenceDIR of this fraction. This
estimated dose uncertainty was respectively compared to the reference dose uncertainty when
differentDIRswere applied individually for each dosewarping. This approachwas validated on seven
NSCLCpatients, eachwith nine repeatedCTs. The proposedmodel-basedmethod is able to achieve
dose uncertainty distribution on a conservative voxel-to-voxel comparisonwithin±5%of the
prescribed dose to the ‘reference’ dosimetric uncertainty, for 77%of the voxels in the body and 66%–

98%of voxels in investigated structures.We propose amethod to estimateDIR induced uncertainties
in dose accumulation for proton therapy of lung tumor treatments.

1. Introduction

Deformable image registration (DIR) is an important tool formany radiotherapy applications such as dose
accumulation,motion extraction andmitigation, as well as contour propagation (Kadoya 2014a, Jingu 2014,
Sarrut et al 2017, Rigaud et al 2019). There aremany different DIR algorithms proposed in the literature and in
use formedical applications, particularly in radiotherapy (Maintz andViergever 1998, Sotiras et al 2013,Oh and
Kim2017). However, inDIR, every voxel can have a different three-dimensional displacement vector associated
with it, leading to a large number of degrees of freedom andmaking itmathematically an ill-posed problem
(meaning no unique solution). In addition, the ground-truth displacement is unknown, particularly for
indications in presence of inter-fractionmotion (e.g. tumor shrinkage) (OhandKim2017). Nevertheless,
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quantification and evaluation of the associated geometric and dosimetric uncertainties are strongly
recommended in the AAPMTG132 report and by Paganelli et al (2018), Brock et al (2017), before employing
DIR results for radiotherapy treatment planning.

Contrary to the recommendation,most state-of-the-art DIR algorithms in clinical radiotherapy applications
do not provide any patient-specific estimation for geometric nor dosimetric uncertainty, partially due to the
missing definition of an accurate and efficient validationmeasure for radiotherapy applications (Brock et al
2017, Paganelli et al 2018). As a research topic, there are a few large-scale international competitions onDIR
geometric accuracy comparison (Brock 2010,Murphy et al 2011, Kadoya et al 2014b), but only a few
investigations highlight the importance of incorporating its induced geometric uncertainty in radiotherapy
applications (e.g. dose accumulation) (Kashani et al 2007, Saleh-Sayah et al 2011). Furthermore, different
quantitativemetrics to evaluate image registration are discussed in research (Kashani et al 2007, Saleh-Sayah et al
2011, Salguero et al 2011,Murphy et al 2012,Hub andKarger 2013, Saleh et al 2014, Torsten Rohlfing 2014,
Varadhan et al 2016, Brock et al 2017, Paganelli et al 2018). The target registration error (TRE)measures the
accuracy between implanted or anatomical landmarks on image pairs, which can be detectedmanually or
automatically (e.g. with a scale-invariant feature transform) (Paganelli et al 2013, Brock et al 2017).Mean
distance to agreement (MDA) gives themean distance between two contours on registered images (Brock et al
2017). Alternatively, it is also possible to quantify the volumetric overlap of contours on registered images with
the dice similarity coefficient (DSC) (Brock et al 2017). Limitations of thesemeasures are their dependency on
feature (TRE) or contour regions (MDA,DSC). It was shown that contrast rich featuresmay not represent the
trueDIR performance in the low contrast regions (Varadhan et al 2016). Additionally, also tissue overlap and
image similarity provided no valid evidence for a completely accurate registration (Rohlfing 2014). Indeed, DIR
algorithms are never uniformly accurate and tend to beworse in regionswith significant anatomy changes (i.e.
interface between tumor and lung for lung cancer) and less featured region (e.g. abdomen region inCT image),
leading to the necessity to estimate the error for each individual registration algorithm and each investigated
patient (Kashani et al 2007). For individual algorithms, different attempts have been taken to tackle the patient-
specific uncertainties, such as finding the point-wise variance of the deformation vector field (DVF) after
iterativeDIR applications, followed by blurring of the dosemap (Salguero et al 2011). Alternatively, one
approachwas proposed tomodel theDIR error distribution by conducting a principal component analysis of
the errors in a training set with different regions of interest and sampling the errormaps afterwards (Murphy
et al 2012). Furthermore, taking the local reproducibility of theDIR has been suggested as an uncertainty
measure (Hub andKarger 2013). The distance discordancemetric was suggested as a quantitativemetric by
measuring the distance between registered points from at least four co-registered images, but this approach is
limited by the clinical feasibility, asmultiple samples and registrations of the images are required for every
application (Saleh et al 2014).Moreover, some studies,mostly for the dosimetric uncertainty quantification,
discussed the possibility of using inter-algorithmuncertainties as ameasurement ofDIR accuracy (Zhang et al
2012, Samavati et al 2016, Ribeiro et al 2018, Nenoff et al 2020). Until now these uncertaintymeasures have not
found theway into the clinics.

Proton therapy allows for high target dose coveragewhile reducing the integral dose to healthy tissue
compared to photon therapy (Palm and Johansson 2007,Hill-Kayser et al 2011). However, intra- and inter-
fractional anatomical changes can have a substantial impact on the dose distribution, due to the finite range of
protons and the resulting steep dose gradients (Stuschke et al 2012, Szeto et al 2016). Furthermore, especially for
pencil beam scanned protons, the impact can be evenmore pronounced due to the interplay effects (Dowdell
et al 2013, Grassberger et al 2013, Kardar et al 2014). DIR therefore plays even a greater role for analyzing the
impact of anatomical changes on proton therapy, as well as for assessing the effects of intra-fractionalmotion
using 4Ddose calculations (Zhang et al 2012, Sarrut et al 2017, Ribeiro et al 2018, Rigaud et al 2019). In addition,
for inter-fractional anatomical changes in adaptive treatments, DIR is needed to accumulate the dose
distributions of recalculated or adapted fraction plans to the reference geometry of the initial plan, in order to
better evaluate treatment outcomes (Sarrut et al 2017, Chetty andRosu-Bubulac 2019, Rigaud et al 2019, Nenoff
et al 2020). Indeed, studies have shown significant dosimetric discrepancies when different DIR algorithmswere
used (Zhang et al 2012, Ribeiro et al 2018,Nenoff et al 2020) andDIR showed clear dose uncertainties from the
accumulated 4Ddose distribution for liver tumors (Zhang et al 2012, Ribeiro et al 2018). Furthermore, the
influence of inter-algorithmDIRuncertainties on dose accumulation for adaptive proton therapywas discussed
for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients in a previous study (Nenoff et al 2020). The dose degradation
due to anatomical changes and the uncertainties from applying different DIRs for dose accumulationwere
investigated bywarping nine fraction doses with differentDIRs and summing up thewarped doses of eachDIR
to a single accumulated dose distribution. This showed potential dosimetric uncertainties if different DIRswere
applied, and suggested estimatingDIR uncertainties for clinically relevantDVHparameters by usingmultiple
DIRs (Nenoff et al 2020). The difficulty for this approach is the transfer into clinical practice, for whichmultiple
DIRswould have to be applied for each fraction, and subsequently the dosewarped by each resultingDVF.
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Therefore, the authors recommended developing a fast, automated quality assurance on both the image and
dosimetric level.

Based on these previous experiences (Nenoff et al 2020), in this paper, we aim to develop a fast dose
uncertainty prediction approach for improving theDIR based dose accumulationworkflow. The hypothesis is
that dosimetric uncertainty is a function of local dose gradients (magnitude and direction) and corresponding
geometric uncertainties in theDVFmagnitude and direction. The ideal utilization of this approachwould be
reached if clinically usedDIRs can provide a geometric uncertainty estimation along each registration output.
However, here, wefirstly focus on testing this hypothesis, and developing afirst patient-specificmodel for
predicting geometric DVFuncertainties that does not require, on a fraction-by-fraction basis, the use ofmultiple
DIRs.We have validated the effectiveness of this approach in the presence of inter-factional anatomical changes
forNSCLC, a particularly challenging anatomical site for proton therapy and dose accumulation (Han 2019).

2.Materials andmethods

The overview of the proposedmethod together with its reference and validation branches are illustrated in
figure 1. Additionally, a summary of themost important abbreviations can be found later in table 1. Generally,
this frameworkmakes use of a patient-specificmodel for the geometric DVFuncertainty, in combinationwith
the fraction dose gradient and the directionweighting factor, in order to efficiently derive the associated
dosimetric uncertainty (GMU), in the following called the ‘modeled branch’.With a validation branch, the
concept of combining geometric DVFuncertainty and dose gradients to derive a dosimetric uncertaintymap
(GU) in the absence of geometric uncertaintymodeling is investigated. In a third approach, the dose gradient is
upscaled to derive another dose uncertainty estimation (G). The different dose uncertainty estimations are
compared to the ‘reference’uncertainty (DUref)which is derived bywarping each fraction dosewithfiveDIRs.

2.1. Patient cohort andDIR algorithms
The data used for this study has previously been described (Josipovic et al 2016,Nenoff et al 2020) and is
therefore only briefly summarized here. The patient cohort includes sevenNSCLCpatients, eachwith a
planning (reference)CTand nine repeatedCTs. The repeatedCTswere acquired for fraction 2, 16 and 31 during
radiation therapy, with three repeat CT acquisitions for each day. All CTswere acquired in visually guided,
voluntary deep inspiration breath-hold. The treatment planswere individually computed 3-field IMPTplans
with prescribed doses of 60Gy-RBE. Each repeatedCTwas registered to the corresponding planningCT as a

Figure 1. Scheme of the proposedmethodology. The top branch in gray is a fraction-wise version of themethod described in our
earlier study (Nenoff et al 2020), for which each fraction dose is warpedwithmultipleDIR algorithms back to the planningCT and by
taking themaximum–minimumvalue a dosimetric uncertainty estimation is generated. In our study, this estimation is considered as
the reference dosimetric uncertainty. The validation branch (blue) combines the ‘ground-truth’ geometric uncertainty calculated
from allfiveDIRs together with the dose gradient (G) and the direction factor (DF) to get a dosimetric uncertainty estimation (GU).
For themodeled branch (green) the geometric uncertaintymap (Geomod) ismodeled by a linearmodel built in thefirst fraction. The
dosimetric uncertainty estimation (GMU) is again a combination of the dose gradient and the direction factor.
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reference andwas sequentially registered usingfiveDIR algorithms, namely PlastimatchDemons andB-spline,
Velocity (VarianMedical Systems, Palo Alto, United States),Mirada (MiradaMedical, Oxford, UK), and
RaystationAnaconda (RaySearch, Stockholm, Sweden). The resulting fiveDVFs for each registered image pair
were used for this study.

2.2. ‘Reference’ scenario for dose uncertainty
The top branch (in gray) offigure 1 shows the dosimetric uncertainty estimation as a consequence ofDVF
uncertainties, using themethod described in our earlier study. However, instead of summing thewarped dose
over all repeatedCTs, each fraction dose distributionwas investigated separately (Nenoff et al 2020). For this
purpose, the initial plan is recalculated on each repeatedCT first. Then the resulting dose distribution is
individually warped back to the planningCT, using each of the fiveDVFs from the different DIRs.

The voxel-wisemaximum–minimumdosimetric uncertainty between the fivewarped doses can be
calculated for eachCT as follows

d dDU max min , 1i
m

i
m

m
i
mref ( )= -

where

ri denote the three-dimensional position of a specific voxel i in the reference CT,

 
DVFi

m is the three-
dimensional deformation field vector thatmaps voxel i to the repeat CTwith correlation derived byDIR
algorithmm, and di

m is the dose evaluated on the repeatedCT at position
  
r DVF .i i

m+ This is considered in this
study as the ‘reference’ dose uncertainty distribution due to the inter-algorithmwiseDIR ambiguity.

2.3. Fast dosimetric uncertainty estimation and its validation
In order to derive the uncertainty in dose distributionmore efficiently than performing dosewarping using each
individual DVFs as described above, wefirst propose a fast estimationmethod based on themultiplication of
three distributions.

A geometric uncertaintymap of theDVF (deduced as described in the following sections), the local dose
gradient as derived from the fraction specific recalculated dose distribution and the direction of this gradient
(figure 1):

DU Geo G DF . 2i i i i
est · · ( )=

With DUi
est being the resulting dose uncertainty, Geoi the geometric DVFuncertainty, Gi the dose gradient, and

DFi the direction factor at the ith voxel.
The dose gradientGi is used to convert the geometric DVFuncertainties into the dose uncertainty estimation,

similarly as proposed byHub et al (2012). Bymultiplying, for each voxel, themagnitude of theDVFuncertainty
(mm)with the dose gradient (Gy-RBE/mm), an estimation of the dosimetric uncertainty is obtained. To
calculate the dose gradient, a Sobel filter is applied on the fraction dose distribution.However, this estimation is
valid only if the direction of the dose gradient is the same as the one from the estimatedDVFuncertainty.
Therefore, an additional directionweighting factor is further incorporated.

The direction weighting factorDFiis constructed by calculating the absolute value of the voxel-wise cosine
similarity between the dose gradient and theDVFdirection of one referenceDIR algorithm:

Table 1. Summary of abbreviations.

Abbreviation Description/Formula


ri Position of voxel iin the reference CT 
DVFi

m Deformation field vectormapping voxel i to repeatedCTunder consideration usingDIR algorithmm

di
m Dose evaluated on repeated CT at position

  
r DVFi i

m+
DUi

ref Reference dose uncertainty: d dDU max mini
m

i
m

m
i
mref = -

G Dose gradient

iq Angle betweenDVF vector and dose gradient direction at voxel i

GeoGT ‘Ground-truth’ geometric uncertainty: 
 

 
 

Geo max DVF min DVFi
m

i
m

m
i
mGT = -

â Linear regression coefficient: 
 

ecorr G o , DVFT
T

T
ef

C 1
G

C 1
râ ( )=

Geomod Modeled geometric uncertainty: 
 

Geo DVFn nCT
mod

CT
refâ ·=

DF Direction factor;  DF cosi i( )q=
DUi

est DU Geo G DFi i i i
est · ·=

GU GU Geo G DFi i i i
GT · ·=

GMU GMU Geo G DFi i i i
mod · ·=
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with iq being the angle betweenDVF vector and the gradient direction at the ith voxel;
 
DVFi

ref the vector of the
reference displacement vector field at the ith voxel and


Gi dose gradient at the ith voxel. If theDVFuncertainty is

pointing in the same direction as the dose gradient, equation (3) results in a value of 1, the highest weighting
factor. For the case of a perpendicular DVF to the gradient, the uncertainty does not have an impact and the
value is 0, the lowest weighting factor. Then, as shown in equation (2), bymultiplying theDVFuncertaintymap
with the dose gradient and the cosine similarity direction factor, we can get an estimation of the dosimetric
uncertainty (green and blue branch infigure 1). As a comparison, we have also investigatedwhether the dose
gradient on its own is a predictor of dose uncertainty, by uniformly up-scaling dose gradients such that the
highest gradient takes the same value as the highest dose uncertainty in the reference

G
d

G
G

max

max
. 4i

i
i

i
i

i· ( )¢ =

2.4. Testing the dose uncertainty estimationmethodwith ‘ground-truth’DVFuncertainties
To test the fast dose uncertainty estimation concept described in section 2.3, a ‘ground truth’ representation of
DVFuncertainty (Geoi) hasfirst been used. This DVFuncertainty representation is calculated as themaximum–

minimummagnitude of the fiveDVFs for each voxel i, as,


 

 
 

Geo max DVF min DVF . 5i
m

i
m

m
i
mGT ( )= -

This ‘ground-truth’DVFuncertainty was calculated for all fractions. TheseDVFuncertaintymapswere then
multipliedwith the dose gradient and the direction factor, resulting in a ‘best-case’ estimation of the dosimetric
uncertainty for each fraction that can be predicted by the above described approach (blue branch infigure 1)

GU Geo G DF . 6i i i i
GT · · ( )=

With this validation branch, we aim to investigate towhat extent the proposed dose uncertainty estimation
concept works if the geometric DVFuncertainty is definitive. However, this approachwould still require
multipleDIRs applied for each fraction. This branchwas therefore performed as a reference, in order to validate
whether dose uncertainty can be estimated from the combination of dose gradient, direction andDVF
uncertainty. In case of a futureDIR algorithmwhich outputs a geometric uncertainty estimation together with
theDVF, this estimation can directly be incorporated into themethod.

2.5. Generating geometricDVFuncertaintymodel
In a next step, afirstmodel for estimating geometric DVFuncertainty on a fraction-by-fraction basis has been
tested, without applyingmultiple DIR algorithms each day. To implement this concept, on the first treatment
fraction, a patient-specific linear uncertaintymodel has been constructed. Thismodel was built by correlating
theDVF vectormagnitude of any referenceDIR (of thefive in this study)with the GeoGT from thefirst fraction
(equation (7a))


 

 acorr Geo , DVF , 7CT1
GT

CT1
refâ ( ) ( )=


 

 bGeo DVF . 7n n
f

CT
mod

CT
reâ · ( )=

With linear regression coefficient ,â GeoCT1
GT refers to the ‘ground-truth’ geometric uncertainty representation of

CT1 and
 

DVFCT1
ref theDVFmagnitudes of one referenceDIR at CT1. For the consecutive fractions, only the

referenceDIR is applied, with theDVF uncertainty being estimated from thismodel (equation (7b)).
The dosimetric uncertainty is then calculated by using themodeled geometric uncertainty as input to our

proposedmethod

GMU Geo G DF . 8i i i i
mod · · ( )=

The scheme of theDVF uncertaintymodeling can be seen infigure 2.

2.6. Evaluation ofDVFuncertaintymodel
For evaluation of this uncertainty estimate concept, we compared three different estimations of dosimetric
uncertainty (gradient-only, gradient and ‘ground-truth’ geometricDVF uncertainty, and gradient and estimated
geometricDVF uncertainty), with respect to the reference dosimetric uncertaintymap (gray branch). As
quantification, we first subtracted the reference dosimetric uncertainty (DUref) from (A) the estimated
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dosimetric uncertainty including themodeledDVFuncertaintymap (modeled branch: GMU-DUref); (B) the
DVFuncertainty from fiveDIRs (validation branch: GU-DUref) and (C) the up-scaled gradient uncertaintymap
(gradient branch: G-DUref). Afterwards, these differences in dose uncertainty between the estimations and the
reference were evaluated for various structures (e.g. body, heart, clinical target volume [CTV], planning target
volume [PTV], medulla, ipsilateral lung). Only the voxels with a non-zero dose in the initial planwere
considered in the analysis. Note that the dose uncertainties (DUref, G,GU andGMU) always take positive values,
as they are defined as the difference between themaximumandminimumdose at each voxel. Conversely, the
differences in dose uncertainty (G-DUref, GU-DUref andGMU-DUref) can be either positive or negative,
depending onwhether themethod over- or underestimates the dose uncertainty. The differences in the dose
uncertainty are plotted in boxplots containing the 25th–75th percentile in the box, the 10th–90th percentile in
thewhiskers, the location of the 5th and 95th percentile as squares, and the 1st and 99th percentile as triangles. In
the evaluation, we focus on the number of voxels within±5%andwithin±10% to the reference dosimetric
uncertainty.

Themethodwas validated on all sevenNSCLCpatients, eachwith nine repeatedCTs. TheDVF uncertainty
model was built using thefirst repeatedCT (acquired on treatment day 2), and afterwards theworkflowwas
validated for the remaining eight repeatedCTs.

2.7.Dependence on referenceDIR
In order to evaluate the impact of the referenceDIR selection on the direction factor andmodeling of the
geometricDVF uncertainties, we applied the above dosimetric uncertainty workflowusing each of thefiveDIRs
as input.

3. Results

3.1. Visual inspection
The ‘reference’ dose uncertainty (DUref) together with the estimated dosimetric uncertainties from the three
estimation approaches (G,GUandGMU) for one example patient on one fractionCT are shown in
figures 3(a1)–(a4). Additionally the differences of the three estimation approaches to the ‘reference’ are included
(figures 3(b1)–(b3)). For all patients the ‘reference’ dose uncertainty togetherwith the differencemaps are
included in the supplement (figure A1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/PMB/66/105007/mmedia)).
Although there are similarities of the three approaches to the reference dose uncertainty, there are clear
differences. The uncertaintymaps based onDVFuncertainties (GU-DUref, GMU-DUref), are visibly closer to the

Figure 2. Scheme of the patient-specificDVFuncertaintymodeling. In afirst fraction themaximumdifference of thefive deformation

vectormagnitudes at each voxel are calculated (GeoGTCT1) and then correlated to theDVFmagnitude of one referenceDIR (
 
DVF ;CT

ref
1

e.g. Plastimatch B-spline). This gives a linearmodel for theDVFuncertainty. For the following fractions only the referenceDIR is
applied and theDVFuncertainty ismodeledwith the builtmodel from thefirst fraction bymultiplying for each voxel themagnitude
of the deformation vector with the linear regression coefficient â.
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reference scenario than the simple gradientmaps (G-DUref). Formost cases (6 out of 7 patients), the derived
dose uncertaintymaps using geometrical uncertainties directly from the fiveDIRs (GU) are closer to the
reference than the ones based on the estimatedDVFuncertainties (GMU) (for the example infigure 3 and
example slices in A1). However, differences aremarginal.

3.2.Quantitative analysis
More quantitatively, voxel-wise differences are compared to the reference dose uncertainties as boxplots for the
threemethods (G,GUandGMU-DUref) respectively for the same patient infigure 3(c) (and for another patient
in the supplement (figure A2)). Depending on the volume of the evaluated structure, thewhiskers include
102–108 voxels. Of note, all whiskers arewithin±10%of the reference, with themajority of voxels (G: 77%/GU:
89%/GMU: 88%)within±5%. In addition, over all CTs of this patient, the trends among the three scenarios
were very similar. This trend has also been observed for the other structures. In the following therefore, wewill
only compare the averaged result (over all eight CTs) of each patient.

Infigure 4, the boxplots for the body, ipsilateral lung, heart,medulla, CTV and PTV for two example patients
P1 and P3 are shown, each of which include voxels inside the respective structure from the eight repeatedCTs.
Patient 3 represents one of the cases in-linewith the trend over the patients and patient 1 is the patient showing
theworst results for themodeled branch. Figure A3 in the appendix includes the results for all patients. Over all
patients, for the body structure including all non-zero dose voxels inside the body,most voxels (70%/80%/

77%) for the threemethods (G/GU/GMU) have differences to the reference within±5%of the prescribed dose
(table A1 in the supplement). For the PTV (84%/91%/89%), CTV (90%/94%/92%) and themedulla (69%/

98%/98%), more voxels are found to bewithin±5%of the prescribed dose, while for the ipsilateral lung (68%/

78%/75%) and the heart (59%/68%/66%) comparable respectively less voxels are in this range.
Furthermore, except for patient 1, it can be seen that the ‘ground-truth’ or estimatedDVFuncertainties

(GU-DUref orGMU-DUref) are generally closer to the reference dosimetric uncertainty than the upscaled
gradient (G) only. Looking at individual structures of interest, this trend becomesmore pronounced, such as
results for the target structures CTV and PTV (again except for patient 1). In particular, in the case of the
medulla, taking the upscaled gradientmethod can lead to substantial differences to the reference.

Figure 3. (a1)Example CT slice frompatient 3 showing the reference dose uncertainty (DUref)with the CTV in red; (a2) the estimated
dose uncertainty from the upscaled gradient (gradient branch: G); (a3) the estimation based on the geometric DVFuncertainty of all
fiveDIRs (validation branch: GU); (a4) the approach including themodeledDVFuncertaintymap (modeled branch:GMU). (b1–3)
Distributions of the voxel wise dose differences between reference dose uncertainty and (b1) gradient branch (G-DUref), (b2)
validation branch (GU-DUref); (b3)modeled branch (GMU-DUref). (c)Boxplots for the differences of the three estimated to the
reference dose uncertainty for the non-zero dose voxels in thewhole body structure. The boxplot contains the 25th–75th percentiles
of voxels in the box, the 10th–90th percentiles (80%) in the whiskers, the 5th and 95th percentiles as circles and the 1st and 99th
percentiles as triangles.
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The ‘ground-truth’DVFuncertainty (GU-DU) shows to be the closest to the reference dosimetric
uncertainty with 92%of the voxels in the body, averaged over all patients, within±10%difference, compared to
90% for the estimatedDVF uncertainty (GMU-DU). The same is observed for other structures, for the ipsilateral
lung 90%versus 88%, for the heart 84%versus 81% and for the PTV97%versus 95% (table A1 in the
supplement).

Looking at the results for patients 3, 4, 6 and 7, it can be seen that for all structures, at least 86%of the voxels
arewithin±10%difference for theGU andGMUapproaches, with 72%andmore of the voxels having a

Figure 4.Difference to reference dose uncertainty voxel values for the body, ipsilateral lung, heart,medulla, PTV andCTV structures.
For two example patients P1 andP3 the difference from the gradient-only branch (G), the branch including ‘ground-truth’ geometric
uncertainties (GU) and the branchwithmodeled geometric uncertainties (GMU) are plotted.
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difference of less than±5% (table A1 in the supplement). However, for patient 2 and 5, a substantial number of
voxels in the heart have differences larger than±10%of the prescribed dose to the reference, whereas for other
structures, the difference to the reference remain predominantly below±10% for these patients.Worse results
are found for patient 1, where for all structures, the estimatedDVFuncertainties (GMU) differ substantially
from those of the reference. On the other hand, dose uncertainties estimated using theGU approach give similar
results to those observed for the other patients.

3.3. Impact of referenceDIR
Finally, the impact of the referenceDIR algorithm selection on direction factor calculation and the geometric
uncertaintymodelingwere also investigated. For this purpose, theGUs from the validation branchwere
repeatedly calculated by using the direction factor derived from each of the fiveDIR algorithms, while theGMUs
were estimated individually by using each of theDIRs as the reference for the geometric uncertaintymodel. In
figure 5, the results for two example CTs of patient 3 are shown,with CT2 being one of theworst-cases andCT9
one of the best cases. The results for all CTs are included in the appendix (figure A4). The selection of theDIR for
the direction factor has only amarginal impact on the uncertaintymapGUbut can influenceGMUestimation
slightlymore. Nevertheless, the range of the differences is independent on the chosen referenceDIR, except for
certainCTs/structures (Body: CT 2, 4 and 5;Medulla: CT6; CTV: CT2 and 4).

4.Discussion

In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated a newmethod for estimating dosimetric uncertainties due to
inter-algorithmDIR geometric uncertainty for sevenNSCLCpatients withmultiple repeatedCTs. Themethod
is able to provide accurate dosimetric uncertainty estimation, with differences within±5% to the reference
scenarios for 77%of all non-zero dose voxels over all seven patients. Themedian difference of all voxels in the
investigated structures is within±2% for all patients, except for the heart in patient 5 (table A1 in the
supplement). Note however, that our voxel to voxel comparison is a very conservativemeasure, which compares
approximately 108 voxels across seven patients with nine CTs.

Figure 5. Impact of the referenceDIR selection on direction factor calculation and the geometric uncertaintymodeling for the body,
medulla andCTV structure (G: gradient-only branch, GU: validation branch,GMU: themodeled branch; 1Mirada, 2 Plastimatch
B-spline, 3 PlastimatchDemons, 4 RaystationAnaconda, 5Velocity) for CT2 andCT9 of patient 3.
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The closest estimations to the reference dosimetric uncertainty resulted from the validation branch (GU),
indicating the potential of determining dose uncertainties by combiningDVF variability, local dose gradients
and directions. Themodel-based approach (GMU) can be considered as a special scenario of the concept, for
which afirst attempt tomodel theDVF variability ismade. In addition, we proved that using only the upscaled
dose gradient as aDIR uncertainty indication is not sufficient for proton therapy dose accumulation. Overall, the
worst results were seen for patients with large tumor volumes and substantial visible changes in tumor size,
especially for themodeled uncertainties (Patient 1, 2 and 5). For these patients, the usedDIRs are expected to be
less accurate in general, as they cannot properly handle tumor tissue loss. Furthermore, for these three patients,
substantial parts of the PTVwere separated from themediastinal structures, while for patients 3, 4, 6 and 7, the
PTVwas located relatively close to this structure.

From the estimation branches, themodel-based approach naturally showed larger differences to the
reference than the results from the validation branch, where the geometric uncertainty is obtained by applying
eachDIR individually for all fractions. However, comparing the validation branch (GU)with themodeled
branch (GMU), it was observed that for some cases (e.g. P2), themodeled branch had smaller differences to the
reference (figure A2). That would be due to the use of a simple linearmodel to predict DVF uncertainty. This
could cause uncertainties at some points, resulting in even smaller differences than the validation path.
Considering optimizedmodels, for example by usingmachine learning, is planned as follow-upwork.

Although the proposedmodel for theDVFuncertainties only initially considered the spread of vector
magnitudes between the 5DIRs, and does not include the spread of their directions, by comparing results in
figure 5when differentDIRswere used as reference for the direction factor calculation,magnitude differences
were demonstrated to be themain contributing factor for the potential dosimetric uncertainty. On the other
hand, for themodeling part, the choice of theDIR has a slightly higher impact on the estimation accuracy when
selecting different DIRs as reference.

A limitation of this study is the fact that the ground-truth of theDIRs is not available. In theworst case, the
ground-truthmay neither be represented by any of thefiveDIR results, norwithin the range of them. In
addition, we need to point out that the presented results were based on the assumption that thefiveDIRs give a
high enough variability to capture the possible dosimetric uncertainty span.Nevertheless, themethod itself is
not restricted to the exact number ofDIRs, providing the possibility to include asmanyDIRs as available in the
clinic.Moreover, besides the investigated inter-algorithmuncertainty, the impact of intra-algorithm
uncertainty is worthy of further study, when different parameters are used for the sameDIR algorithm to get a
geometric uncertaintymap of theDVFuncertainties. In general, the proposedmethod for the dosimetric
uncertainty is not restricted to the geometric uncertaintymap discussed in this paper but could be another
geometric uncertaintymeasure defined on a dense grid. Additionally, the approach discussed here for the
management of lung cancer treatments with pencil beam scanned proton therapy has the potential for broader
applicability. The describedmethod includes no factors limiting the approach to a specific tumor indication or
treatmentmodality. However, in-depth validations are needed to verify the transfer of themethod to other
indications (e.g. head andneck cancer) or to photon treatments.

Overall, we present a promisingmethod to estimate dosimetric uncertainties due to geometric discrepancies
resulting from application of different DIR algorithms. The knowledge of the possible dosimetric uncertainties
could give rise to robustness-like considerations forDIR.Moreover, if DIR algorithms come in the future
togetherwith a spatial uncertainty estimation itself, the proposedmethodology could be directly plugged in to
estimate the dosimetric uncertainties in an even fastermannerwithoutmodeling.However, the actual approach
could be refined further, for example themodeling of the geometric uncertainties could be improved in the
followingways:

• Including image and/or image gradient information

• Apossible inclusion of the direction into themodeling

• Studying a possible extension of the geometric uncertaintymodel frompatient-specific to a population based
model (application of themodel still on patient-level);

• Trying other possible advancedmodeling techniques (e.g.machine learning or deep learning) to improve the
estimation accuracy.

5. Conclusion

Wehave proposed and evaluated a framework for estimatingDIR induced dosimetric uncertainties in dose
accumulation for proton therapy, by building a patient-specificmodel of the geometric uncertainties from
multipleDIRs in afirst fraction and applying themodel in consecutive fractions. The estimation of the
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dosimetric uncertainty is a combination of the geometric uncertainties, the dose gradient and a direction factor,
relating the dose gradient direction and the uncertainty direction. The proposedmethodwas evaluated on
multiple lung cancer patients, eachwithmultiple CTs, and showed promise in obtaining dosimetric DIR
uncertainties in dose accumulationwith additional knowledge of the geometric uncertainties. Therefore, we
were able to provide useful uncertainty information inDIR related applications for pencil beam scanning proton
therapy.
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